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1 Introduction
Möbius is a system-level performance and dependability modeling tool. Möbius makes validation of large dependability models possible by supporting many different model solution methods as well as model specification in multiple modeling formalisms.

The motivation for building the Möbius tool was the observation that no formalism has shown itself to be the best for building and solving models across many different application domains. Similarly, no single solution method is appropriate for solving all models. Furthermore, new techniques in model specification and solution are often hindered by the necessity of building a complete tool every time a novel concept is realized. We deal with these three issues by defining a broad framework in which new modeling formalisms and model solution methods can be easily integrated. In this context, a modeling framework is a formal, mathematical specification of model construction and execution. In implementing the framework we define an abstract functional interface [1], which is realized as a set of functions that facilitates intermodel communication as well as communication between models and solvers. This abstract functional interface also allows the modeler to specify different parts of the model in different formalisms.

2 Möbius Framework
We begin with a brief overview of the concepts of a formalism and a model in the Möbius framework. The Möbius framework provides a very general way to specify a model in a particular formalism. We define a formalism as a language for expressing a model within the Möbius framework, frequently using only a subset of the options available within the framework.

We define models within the Möbius framework using a few basic concepts. A model is a collection of state variables, actions, groups, and reward variables
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expressed in some formalism. Briefly, state variables hold the state information of the model. State variables may be simple integers, as in Petri net places, or complex data structures. Actions change the state of the model over time. They may have a general delay distribution and a general state-change function, and may operate by any one of several execution policies. A group is a collection of actions that coordinate behavior in some specific way. Reward variables are ways of measuring something of interest about the model. They embed a state machine to allow path-based reward variables.

Although the basic elements of a model are very general and powerful, formalisms need not make use of all the generality. In fact, it may be useful to restrict the generality in order to exploit some property for efficiency. The purpose of some formalisms is to expose these properties easily, and to take advantage of them for efficient solution. Möbius was designed with this in mind.

For convenience, it is useful to classify models into certain types. The most basic category is that of “atomic models.” An atomic model is a self-contained (but not necessarily complete) model that is expressed in a single formalism. Several models may be structurally joined together to form a single larger model, which is called a composed model. Naturally, a composed model is a model, and may itself be a component of a larger composed model. A model that is more loosely connected by the sharing of solutions is called a connected model. Next, we describe how we implement this framework as a tool.

3 Möbius Tool

The first step in implementing the Möbius framework is to define the abstract functional interface that is at the core of the tool. We have implemented the functional interface as a set of C++ base classes from which all models must be derived. In doing so, we define the functional interfaces as pure virtual methods. This requires that any formalism implementor define the operation of all the methods in the functional interface. In the same fashion, we construct C++ base classes for other Möbius framework components, including actions, groups, state variables, and reward variables. Each of these entities also has methods that are part of the abstract functional interface.

The Möbius tool architecture (see Figure 1) is separated into two different logical layers: model specification and model execution. All model specification in our tool is done through Java graphical user interfaces, and all model execution is done exclusively in C++. We decided to implement the executable models in C++ for performance reasons. Every formalism has a separate editor for specifying a particular piece of the model. Editors produce compilable C++ code as output so that the final executable model is specified entirely within C++. The C++ files produced by the editor are compiled, and the tool links the object code with formalism libraries and solver-specific libraries.

After the abstract functional interface was specified, we implemented an atomic model formalism, two composed model formalisms, and a reward model formalism inside the Möbius framework. This first set of formalisms proves that sophisticated modeling formalisms can be integrated into an extensible modeling
Because of our past work with UltraSAN, we chose to reimplement UltraSAN’s atomic, composed, and reward model formalisms inside the Möbius tool; we also implemented a new composed model editor.

Currently, our tool contains the following model specification editors:

**SAN Editor** An atomic model editor in which the user can specify models using the stochastic activity network formalism [3].

**Replication-Join Composed Model Editor** This editor allows the user to specify a composed model by using two composed model constructs: replicate and join [3].

**Graph Composer Editor** This editor allows the user to construct a composed model through an arbitrary graph of submodels connected through shared state [2].

**Rate-Impulse Reward Editor** This editor allows the user to specify reward variables whose values are determined by a set of state-based rate and impulse functions [4].

**Study Editors** Through all phases of model specification, global variables can be used as input parameters. These editors allow the modeler to specify the values of those global variables.

**Discrete Event Simulator** This generic simulator allows any model to be simulated for transient or steady-state reward measures. It also allows the simulation to be distributed across a heterogeneous set of workstations, resulting in a near-linear speed-up.

**State-Space Generator** This module creates a Markov process description for a model that has exponentially distributed delays between state changes. The output of the state-space generator is used as an input for many different analytical solvers.
**Analytical Solvers** There are several analytical solvers implemented in the Möbius tool. They include both transient and steady-state solvers.

In the process of developing these first Java interfaces, we constructed several Java class packages that facilitate the construction of graphical user interfaces for the Möbius tool. Having such utilities should minimize the amount of time required to implement a specification module for a new formalism or solution technique.

4 Future Directions
The next important step in the development of the tool will be to implement more formalisms in the Möbius framework to show that it is truly an extensible architecture. There are many different atomic model formalisms that could be implemented, including queuing networks, GSPNs, reliability block diagrams, stochastic process algebras, and fault trees. There are also many opportunities to explore connection formalisms and model solution methods that use specific knowledge of reward measures to reduce the cost of solution.

We also plan to store all solver results in a results database. The results database will be coupled with a results browser capable of submitting sophisticated queries. This will allow a modeler to create detailed reports of model results. With the results database, a user will be able to look at the results from different model versions across multiple solution techniques. A visualization tool will also be provided to display model results visually. The default format for model documentation and report generation will be HTML. The user will have the ability to launch an application form the tool to view the HTML output.
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